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Defamation suit to be heard in S'pore even though
allegations on Facebook made in Vietnam: Court

The court noted that defendant Tran Thi Bich Ha was in Vietnam when she posted the allegations on her Facebook account.  PHOTO: ST FILE

 

K.C. Vijayan

Senior Law Correspondent

SINGAPORE - A court in Singapore has decided that a defamation suit should be heard here and

not in Vietnam, even though the defendant posted a number of allegations on Facebook while in

Vietnam.

In decision grounds last month, State Courts Deputy Registrar Liu Zeming said the hearing venue

should be where the damage was intended to be caused.

The court noted that defendant Tran Thi Bich Ha was in Vietnam when she posted the

allegations on her Facebook account.

These 15 posts were written in Vietnamese between March and June last year.
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A Singapore company and its two Vietnamese shareholders who reside here then sued her. They

claimed the posts were designed to smear their reputation within the Vietnamese community

here.

Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha, a businesswoman, and one Mr Nguyen Hai were in a personal and business

relationship.

In February last year, Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha claimed that Mr Nguyen Hai told her he wanted to

pursue a serious relationship with one Angie, and also admitted to having sex with her.

Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha felt betrayed. But she also suspected Angie grew close to Mr Nguyen Hai in

order to procure air cargo business.

Mr Nguyen Hai later married Angie.

Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha tried to warn Mr Nguyen Hai to beware of Angie but Mr Nguyen Hai was not

persuaded. 

The plaintiffs, a travel agency named Jarta and the two shareholders - named only as Jane and

Angie - started defamation proceedings in Singapore and limited their claims to losses suffered

here.

Angie is a member of the liaison committee of the Vietnamese Community in Singapore.

She said it is the sole community organisation established to officially represent, develop and

foster the Vietnamese community living in Singapore, and is endorsed by the Vietnam Embassy

here, noted Deputy Registrar Liu.

Rajah and Tann lawyer Timothy Ng argued for Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha. He said Vietnam was the

more appropriate forum as the Facebook posts were written in Vietnamese. He added the courts

in Vietnam were best placed to interpret these statements to decide if the posts make sufficient

reference to the plaintiffs.

A legal team from Fervent Chambers led by lawyer Clarence Lun countered for the plaintiffs that

Singapore is the more appropriate forum as the Facebook posts were directed at smearing the

plaintiffs' reputation in Singapore and they suffered damages in Singapore.

The court said it considered the various factors, including the location of the parties and the

relevant witnesses and evidence, the connection to the events and transactions, the governing

law, the presence of other proceedings and the shape of the litigation.

The court held that as postings were made online, Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha's physical location at the

time of posting was fortuitous.

She could well have been in an airport lounge in Amsterdam, and it would have made no

difference to the meaning and reach of the posts.
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"The core objective of the tort of defamation is the protection of a person's reputation, and harm

to one's reputation is done - when they are published in the sense that they are comprehended by

an audience other than the claimant," said the deputy registrar, referring to the publishing of

alleged defamatory remarks.

She held that Singapore as the place where the alleged defamation occurred had a stronger

quality of connection.

Ms Tran Thi Bich Ha is appealing against the decision.
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